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INTERNATIONAL INSTRlJII1ElNTS RELA~VING TO THE <STATUS OF WO~tmN (agenda. item 3) (oontinued)
(a)

7·

thE

DRAFT CONVENTIl"N ON Tf1ill ELI~n:NATION OF. DISCRIHINATION AG1.T.NST '''OMEN
(E/CN.6/574, 5~1 and Add.l; F./ON.6/NGO/259) (contin~)

Article
- - -2 (continued)
----1. Mrs. CADIEUX (Canada) said that she preferred the original text, which was
more detailed and more precise; furthermore, it suggested positive line~ of action
but did not imp~y interference in the internal affairs of States.
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2.
~ws. NI~OLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she also was in
favo1.u' of the original text of article 2, ,,,hic11 proposed specific measures for the
elimina<cion of discrimination against women in line ,d<ch article 2 of the Declaration
on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women.
~le wording of the alternative
text considerably weakened <tha'c article and the "lorking Group had therefore not adopted
it.
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3.
fuG. SUNDLAND (S,,,eden), reverting to artiol~ 1, adopted the previous day by
consensus (see E!CN.6/SR.632), said that if that article l1ad been put to the vote,
her delegation would have ababaaned] for in prinoiple, it favoured a convention that
was 110'C against discrimination against women only but against discrimination based on
sex, in accordance with the principle of the equality of rights and responsibilities of
men and women pnocl.admed in the Declaration of N:exico.
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4. With regard to article 2, she considered that the principle of the equality of
rights and responsibilities of men and women in the family ffild in societ,v, as stated
in opara'Hve paragraph 5 of the Declaration of Mexico, should be reflected in the
conven~~on.
However, aware of the social and oultural differences existing in the
contemporar,y world, she was in favo1.~ of a wording which would enable countries to solve
their problems in accordance ,dth their mm na'hi.ona'I situation. For example, many
countries had means oth9r than national legiAlation to prevent discrimination against
women and considered~ for instance, that collective agreements were more useful than
~ general legislation;
that was the case in particular of countries which had a high
rate of employment and strong trade unions.
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5.
In vie"l of those considerations, her delegation preferred the original text
because it was more precise.
Howevar , it wished to propose the following amendlhents
in order to enable governments, with a view to implementing the objectives of the
convention, to choose measures best suited to local conditions and national traditions:
paragraph (a), the wor'd "legal" in the third line should be deleted and, in the sixth
and seventh lines, bhe word "shall" should be replaced by "(xml<;l"; in paragraph (b)
the word "ensure" in the second 1ine should be 'replaced by "encourage".
The remainder
of the sentence should be modified according1y~
,

in

6.
Mrs. DAHLERUP (Denmark) ~.revertil1g to article 1, regretted' that it had not been
possible on first reading to reach a consensus on the term "preference", or on any other
term cove~ing that concept.
The question should be re-examined, for example in
connexfon with artiule 4.
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7.
The 'Protection of tho rights of women should in principle have been ensured by
the Universal Declaration of Human Ri.ghts and b~' the t\'10 instruments based on th£lt
Declaration, namely the International COVe118nt on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
and the International Covenant on Civil end Political Rights, \'1hich had entered into
force in 1976. Howevar-, members had been agreed in recognizing that discrimination based
on race and discrimination based on sex wou'ld require special attention. The
United Nations had first elaborated the International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the Commission might use that instrument as
a basis, for example, with regard to article 1, which referred. to restrictions or
preferences based on race.
The view had been expressed that men enjoyed preference over women in a great many
respects and that preferences granted in favour of women on a temporary basis would
help to restore equality. The draft convention should reflect the principle set out in
operative paragraph 5 of the 1975 Declaration of Mexico that 'Women and men have equal
rights and responsibilities in the family and in society".
8.

9.
Mr:li' HUSSEIN (Egjrpt) said that she considered it essential to retain the suhabance
of the original text of article ~, since that article should not be a mere reproduction
of general principles set out in the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination'
against Women. Care must also be taken to ensure that the future convention did not·
duplicate other existing convenu Lons ,
10. Miss TYABJI (India) noted that the majority of the members of the Commission
seemed to favour the original text and she was therefore prepared to support it. She
~ould also acce~t the Swedish amen~ments.· F?r her pert, she proposed the replacement
m paragraph (d) of 'the \'1ord "aboLdah" by the word "modify".
.
11. Beg-um FARIDI (Pakistan) said tha'b she, too, was prepared to support the original'
text; she had expressed support for the alternative text because it had seemed to her
to be more easily acceptable to all countries.
12. M~~~~OKOR (Hungary) said that she was in favour of the original text of article 2
and podrrted out that' the p:dnciple of non-discrimination had become an imperative 'rule
of inte:rnational lew~ There was therefore no doubt that if that principle was embodied
in the oonvention it would impose obligations on States which would have to take
legislative measures to ensure its implementation.
13. fus. SALYO (Indonesia) said that the import ent thing was that once ·the convention
was adopted'it should be ratified by the largest possible 'number of countries, and she
therefore preferred a general wording for article 2. Furthermore, the genersl
principles set out in article 2 might be developed in the articles dealing with the
obligations of States (article 3 and the following articles). However, she was not
opposed in principle to the original text~ the only provision which would raise
difficulties for her country's ratification of the convention was that which provided
that each State party should embody the principle of equality of rights in its
const itut ion.
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14. Mrs•.DEVAUD (France) said 'that she shared the view of the Hungarian

representative. The French Government ha n expreesed reservt=ltions concerning the
adoption of a convention on the elimination of aiscrimination against women because
there were already several instruments which embodied the long-recognized principle of
non-discrimination. However; if a convention was elaborated on that subject, it should
be of real significance, and that would not be the case with the alternative text of
article 2. While fully respecting the sovereignty of States, the convention should
give guidance with regard to the implementation of the principle of non-discrimination.
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15. It would, of course, be necessary to ensure that the convention did not conflict
with the texts already adopted by the specialized agencies, in particular the ILO.

16. The

amendme~ts

T
11

proposed by Belgi\un to the original text of article 2 made it clearer

d
w

and more logical.

17.

M~!=!.!.... CO.91<CROFT

(UnHed Kingdom) thought that the objective of the convention
should be to set forth standards and general principles which would serve as a
framework for the formulation of national policies by Governments prepared to ,accept
the legal obligations which it imposed. In order to be effective, the convention
should therefore be one that the largest possible number of States could ratify. A
new convention which reoeived only a small number of ratific~tions would have no
practical value. The convention should therefore not seek to impose rigid and detailed
norms, which wou.Ld leave "ery little leeway for Governments to elaborate policies
compatib'le with its provisions and at the same time with the country's :resources and
require,ments. On the contrary, it should be sufficiently flexible to take account
of' ·'j;-h~ fact that social and economic conditions differed from country to country and
from region to region. Howeve~, that flexibility should be accompanied by a precise
wording which precluded any possibility of misunderstanding regarding the interpretation
of its provisions.
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18. Those were the reasons why her delegation had expressed itself on the previous day
in favour of the wording of the alternative text of article 2; however, as the
,original text seemed to have general support," her delegation wished to make it clear
that nothing in that text was contrary to the laws and practices of the United Kingdom.
It would like, nevertheless, to see agreement reached on a text which was supported
by the developing countries, whose problems were very different from those of the
developed countries.
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19. Mrs...-.90ENE (Belgium) said that she well undez-atood the concern expressed by
several delegations that Governments should be allowed greater freedom in the
elaboration of a policy adopted to their own national situation; however, the wording
of the alt~rnative text was too vague and did not sufficiently guarantee the attainment
of the objectives of the convention. Her delegation therefore preferred that the
measures 'to be taken should be indicated explicitly.
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20. ' ; In order to make the original text of a,rticle 2 more specific and more comprehensive:
the Belgian delegation had proposed various amendments (E/CN.6/591/Add.l) • . In the
introduotory paragraph of para-graph 1, the phrase "denying or limiting as it does their
equality of rights with men" vas in her vi~w superflt1.olJ,s, ai.nce that concept was already
included in the term "discrimination".
Paragraph (a) of the original text contained a
number of different ideas; it had therefore been subdivided in the Belgian draft, to be
more logical, into three paragraphs (a)~(b) and (c).
'rhe words "or sha.ll guarantee",
in the penultimate line of paragraph (a), had been replaced by "and to guarantee','
(paragraph (a) of the Belgian text); to take account of the fact that not all countries
had a. written constitution or the right to determine the constitutionality of legislation.
The term "publictl, in paragraph (b), seemed to her delegation preferable to the term
"governmental", which was boo restrictive; for the same reason it proposed the
deletion of the adjectives "national and local".
Paragraph (e) of the Belgian text,
which corresponded to paragraph (c) of the original text, used the term "bar" instead
of'the word "defend", whi.ch was in the original 'bext, since the latter verb was
ambiguous, meaning "to assume the defence of" as '''ell as "to prohibit".
Lastly, the
Belgian text contained a new paragraph (g), to take account of the predominant role
which organizations and movements whose objective was the advancement 9f the status
of women played in changing the attitude of persons.
21. Mrs. DAHLERUP (Denmark) said that at the outset her delegation had been in favour
of the alternative text because it had thought that it would be more acceptable to
many countries; however-, it; wou'Id be able to support the original text.
The essential
point, in its opinion, was that legislative measures should not be regarded as the only
means of achieVing the objectives of the convention.
22. Iv'".trs. SALYO (Indonesia)- said that after the clarification given and the amendments
made to the original text of article 2, she would not be opposed to a general consensus
on that text.
23. Mrs. LAJVIINA (Madagascar) said that she was in favour of the original text and
considered the alternative text much too vague.
2~. Mrs. GUYE (Senegal) said that she supported the original text of article 2 as
amended by the Belgian delegation.
She suggested a few amendments to the ~e~gian
text: in paragraph (b), the deletion of the words "accompanied by penalties", which
were superfluous, since legislative measures ,.,ere usually accompanied. by penalties, in
Senegal at least; in paragraph (d), the insertion of the wcrd s "and private" between
the words "pUblic" and "institutions"; in paragraph (e), the replacement in the French
text of the ivordt~eviter" bya stronger verb such as "enrayer"; in para.~aph (t);'· the
replacement of the. verb "abolish" by the word "modify"; and in paragraph (g), - the
replacement of the words "all discrimination" by "dd.acrdtni.natd on'",
Her -delegation had
no objection to the adoption of that text, since all the provisions of article 2 were
already contained i~ the~Senegalese Constitution.
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25. Mrs. ATHANASAKOS (United S'bates of America) suggested the replaoement, in the
Belgian text, of the phrase "disorimination a@,ainst women'' wherever it appeared by
"disorimination based on sex" and similarly the replaoement of the ,."ords "disorimination
in all its forms" by "disorimination".
She considered it neceeaary to retain the
phrase "aocompanied by penalties", in paraBTaph (b), since it sometimes happened that
oountries adopted legislative measures to meet the ~>!ishes of the population but
deliberately refrained from including sanctions to make them enforceable.
In
paragraph (d), .she preferred the term "governmental" to the term "public".
26. Mrs. COENE (Belgium) observed that, in French, the word "public" had a much broader
meaning than the term "governmental", since the latter meant coming from the government;
however, there were other publio authorities, such as the commune, the province, and
the region and if the United states representative's suggestion was adopted, any action
taken by those authorities would be excluded.
27. She also considered it necessary to retain the phrase "accompanied by sanctions"
in paragraph (b); that term should be understood in the largest possible sense oovering
all forms of reC0urse and of penal or civil sanotions.
28. 'Mrs. ATHANASAKOS (United states of America) observed that the phrase "discrimination
based on sex'' should replace the phrase "discrimination agadnat women" wherever it
appeared in article 2.

29. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that if the term
"public authorities" meant the State a.uthorities, she wouId prefer the term proposed by
the United States representative.

30. Mrs. SUNDLAND (Sweden) said tha.t she found the Belgian proposal to be unduly
centred on legislation.
In some countries, trade unions and the system of collective
agreements could be very effeotive in the struggle against discrimination against" women,
Time would be req~ired to study the text and to arrive at a satisfactory wording.

31. Miss TYABJI (India) said that she preferred the original text, wl'!ioh p'Laced less
stress on legislation.
Belgium.

It might be amended to tcl(e aocount of the view

exprecs~u

by

32. The CHAIRMA.J.IT pointed out that it would be neoessary to set up working' groups,
whioh would meet in the morning from 9 to 10 a.m. and submit the results of their work
to El. plenary meeting of the Commission.

33. Mrs. BRUCE (Assistant Director, Centre for Sooial Development and Humanitarian
Affairs) described the draft work programme whioh had been prepared by the offioers of
the Commission and whioh might be used by the Commission as a basis for organizing its
work.
The programme woul.d be oiroulated very shortly.

34. The CHAIm~ noted that the general debate on artiole 2 was concluded.
Delegations wishing to do so Cffilld give their names to the secretariat for the purpose
ot setting up the working group which would try to reconcile the various proposals
submitted.

•"
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Article 1

35. W·ss_~T.AIR£;. (SecretA:f.'Y of 'hhe Oommi saton) read out article; of the draft
convention.

,

Mrs. COEllE (Belgium) 'Proposed the insertion of the word. "political" before the
,.,rord "social" and of the word "le@al" after the word "economic".

...
•

37. ,Mr's. PURACHATRA (The.iland) proposed the insertion of tlie word l!'esponsibilities"

36.

after the words 'human rif.lhts ll;
overlooked.

too often, rights ,.,rere demanded but res'Ponsibilities

38.

Mrs. BOKf:n (Hungary) felt that tbe phrasellin the socd al , economic, cultural and
other fields" covered all Areas.
The word "legal" did not add much, for the areas
listed must necessarily be protec'Ced Legal.Ly,
She woul.d prefer the ,,,ord II ci vi l "
to the word Illegal".

39. Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) considered that, in order to take the Belgian point of vie,.,
into account, the words "including legislative measures" or the words "mafnIy
legislative measures" could be a.dded after the words "all appropriate measures".

40. Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) agreed ,.,ri th the comments of the Hungarian .
representative.
She woul.d prefer the word "f'uf.L'' to the word "adequate ",
41. Begum FARIDI (Pakistan) endorsed the comments of the representatives of
Thailand and the United Iungdom.
42. Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) considered tha.t the word "legal 11 , which had been proposed by
Belgium, should be replaced by the word lI ci vi l " , which should be inserted before the
word. "social"; the id.ea wcuLd be introduced. to ensure that private life and family
la\.,r would be included in the areas listed.

43. ~'Irs. COENE (r~lgi1.1m) said that the word "ni.v.i L' was toe restrictive.
She
pr-oposed the wor,dJ.ng "States P8rties shall und.ertake, in all fields, and particularly
in the political~ social, economic .•. fields ll, in order to gain the widest
possible a.cceptance for the arti cle •
44. MJ;:s.~ SIPILA (Under-Secretary-General for Social Development and
Affairs) referred to the covenants on hum~ rights, particularly the
and Political Rights, and, sa.id that it would be regrettable if civil
mentioned in the text under consid.eration, as they were in the other
instrument s •
45. Mrs. SUNJ?jJAJ'''.u (Swed.en) suppor-ted the comments made by
representatives of Hungary and. 'I'haf.Land ,

NI'S.

Humanitarian
covenant on Civil
rights were not
human rights

Sipila and. the'

'46.

Mrs. DEVAUD (France) considered that the word.ing "in the field of civil, political,
social, '"~ rights" would. be preferable to the wording "in the civil, political; .oo
fields".
The word "responsibility" coufd hardly appear in article 3, for although'
the State could. guarantee exercise of rigbts it was up to the individual to assume
responsibilities.

47. Mrs. COENE (Belgium) end.orsed the comments of the French representa.tive .
48. :Mrs. PURACHATRA (Thailand) exp'l ai.nad that insertion of the word "responsibility"
would mean tha.t the Covarnment should ensure that women were entrusted with
responsibilities in planning and in governmental or adminis0rative activities, for
example in housing.
I~
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49.

r.1rs ._BOKOR (Hunaary) sa-id th{i\t she a-pprElciated. the concerns of the re-presentative
of Thailand and thought that they could be reflect.ed in article 8 of the draft.

50. The CHAIRJ1AN rf\sad. out article 3, as amended: "States Parties shall undertake, in
the fields of civil, -politiccll, economic, social, cultural and cbher rights, all
ap-propria.te measures to ensure the full development and advancement of women for the
purpose of guaranteeing them the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and. fundamental
freedoms on a basis of e,:uality with men".
Mrs. ATHANA_~I{QS (United States of Arnerj, ea) found. article 3 as amended acce-ptable
but proposed that it Should be placed immediately after article 1.

51.

52. 1-1iss GONZALEZ NARTINEZ (Mexico) said that the ''lord.ing proposed by the Belgian
representative seemed to cover not only rights but also areas of action and. activity,
both governmental and private.
The addition of the word "rights" in the first part
of the article restric.ted its scope.
The word should., therefore, be excluded.
Furthermore, instead. of saying "al.L appropriate measures, including legislative measures,
as the representative of Egypt has proposed, it would be better to say: "all necessary
legislative and. administrative measures".

53. Miss TYABJI (India) a.greed that the word "rights" in the first part should be
deleted.

54. Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia) supported the amendment proposed by the representative of
the United Kingdom.
She agreed, too, that the wording "civil, political ••• rights"
shoul.d be avoided because more than rights was involved.•
55. Mrs. PURACHATRA (Thaila.nd.) proposed. that the text should be referred to.a .working
group.
56.

The CHATI1.l-'IAN observed that the Commission had. almost reached. agreement on the matter
and that it would be better to continue the discussion.

57. Mrs. NIK.9LAEV1. (Union of Soviet Social: st Re-publics) and Mrs. COCKCROFT (United
Kingdom) agreed. with the Chairman.
58.

:M;iss TYABJI (India) suggested the wording "States Parties shall undertake, in the
of social, economic , political, cultural and civil affairs, all approprLabe
measures; including legislation, to ensure the full d.evelopment and. advancement of
women for. ~he.purpose of guaranteeing them the exercise and enjoyment of human rights
and. fundamental freedoms on a basi s of equality wi th men".
fi~ld.

59. I<1rs. COENE (Belgium) said that the word "civil" should be deleted. and the words
"and other" added after the words "soctal., economic, political , cultural".
context, the word "civil" would be meaningless in French .

In that

. 60'.

Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia) said that she was not satisfied with the word "affairs", the
meaning of wr~ch was too general for a legal instrument.
She hoped that the text
adopted would be as similar as possible to the basic text· and proposed that the words
"including legislation" be inserted after the word.s "a.ll appropriate measures".

61. Miss GONZALEZ MARTINEZ (MeXico) considered that the words "and administrative"
should be added after the word.a "Lnc'Ludang legisla.tion" in order to cover all areas.
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62. NI's. BOKOR (Hungary) supported the inclusion of the words "includina legislation"
but considered that the iCl.ol:1.,of ::.dminict)"e.tive m:'t.:1Ul'CS 'l::'8 implici.t in the trol'd
"approprdc,be" •

6,.

~l

!iiss GO:tTZAmg; 11!.\RlJ.1DlEZ (Mdxioo) considered that there '-lould be no need for a
specific reference to r..dministraiiive measures i f the word "e.ppropriate" was replaced
b;}r the 'lord "necesaary".
.

64. Hrs. COCKCI~OFT (United Kingdom) ac.Ld iihat "appropriate" was the correct ''lOrd. in
English and in the cf.rcumatances HC1,S be'hter than the '-lord "necessary".
.

"

65. The CHAIRN:AN suggested that the text of o.rtioll3 3 110 rcferrecl to the Drafting
Committee.
~es

,

~y

66. NI'S. NIKOLII.EVA (Union of Sovie't Sooialist Republics) said she fo.iled to see "lhy
the Commission should refer the text to the drafting group, since it had reached
agreement pn the text proposed, by India. She formally proposed that the Commission
should prooeed to exwnine the followil~ article.

67. Mr8~ HIRLE~ffiN (France) recalled the Belgian representative's suggestion whioh
t"ould cmend. the first line of artiole 3 to read: "States Parties sho.ll undertake, in
all fields, and partioularly in the political, sooial, eoonomic ••• fields". ~1at did
not oonflict with the ~ndian proposal but the Belgian addition might satisfy all
members of the Commission.

hter

68. NI's. NILOLAEV4. (Union of Soviet Sooialist Republios) proposed that the meeting; ,
be suspended for a few minutes in order to allow interested delegations to oonsult
one another.
69. NI's. PENALVER DE LEPAGE (Venezuela) supported that proposal. She wondered what'
fields other than the social, economio, political and cultural fields should be t~cen
into account.
70. The CHAlill1AN said that if there were no objeotions, she woul.d take it that
members of the Commission adopted the Soviet proposal to suspend the meeting.
71 •. ~t,~~s so decide4.
72.

the

The meeting

,,~s

suspended at 12.20 and resumed at 12.25.

73. Mrs. DEVAUD (Fro.noe), speaking on behalf of those members of the Commission who
had t~cen part in drafting article 3 in its final form, read out the wording agreed
upon: "States Parties shall under-take in all fields, particularly_the political
sooial, economic and cultural fields, all appropriate and necessary measures,
including legislatipn, to ensure the full' development and advanoement of women for
the purpose of guaranteeing them the exercise arid "enjoyment of human rights and
fundamental freedoms".
.
74. The CHAIRMAN said that if there were no objections, she would take it that the
Commission approved the text of article 3 as amended.
75. It was so decided.
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Article

4

76. Mrs. CARLSSON (Sweden),

specl~ing on behalf of the Danish and Swedish delegations,
requested that the discussion on article 4 should be deferI'ed until a l€'.ter date.
The article related to Cjuestions "Thich ''1ere nlso denlt ''1ith in other provisions of
the dl'aft convention, and the t\'TO delegations had reserva:bions about its content.
Article 4 concerned very specific Cjuestions, even though it had been placed in the
section on "General Provisions".

77 •. Begum FARIDI (Pakistan) proposed the deletion of the \'lords bet"Teen square
brnckets in article 4, paragraph 2.
78. Mrs. CADIEUX (Canada) said that she shared the opinion of the Danisll and Swedish
delegations and was in favour of deferring consideration of the article
date.

~til

a later

79. ¥tts. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that she fa~led ~o
under$tand why consideration of an article designed to protect "romen as mothers should
be deferred until a later date. As had been said, mothers filled an important
function, ''1hich the State should protect. The text before the Commission was brief
and clear; its purpose vTas to assist women materially and, to that end, to ensure the
adoptd.on of appropriate measures; it "Tas of concern to women throughout the '·Torlcl.
Mrs. A~NASAKOS (Uruted States of Americ8.) said that it was obvious to her '''Thy
consideration of article 4 should be deferred until a later date: the Commission was
currently examining general provisions and the normal place of article 4 was in the
chapter on social and economic rights. If the Commission was to be able to prepare a
logic~l text, it musf examine article 4 at the same time as article 11.
...

80.

81. Mi~~ TYABJI (India) considered that article 4 had a place in the general
provisions, because it expressly mentioned acts which were not to be considered
discrimine.tory. She objected, hovever , to the words "at certain. branches of ''TOrIc''
in paragraph 2.
82. Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia) drew attention to footnote (b), according to which several
members of the Working Group has proposed the deletion of article 4. She hoped the
matter would be clarified.

83. Miss GONZALEZ HARTINEZ (llfexico) considered that article 4 was currently out of
con'bext and should be examined in the light of articles 11, 12 and 13, \'Thich dealt
"Tith the protection of women ,·rorkers and' "Tomen 's 'right to 'fork. She therefor~'
supported the Swedish representative's proposal.

84. Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that wherever article 4 was put, its
contents should be examined and the discussion continued. She proposed a slight
amendment to paragraph 1', whd.ch should read, '.'The adoption of special temporary
measures aimed at establishing de facto equality between men and women shall not be
considered discriminatory "There circumstances justify their introduction". Her
delegation was prepared to accept the text of paragraph 2 as it appeared in the
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draft convention, inoluding the words between squ~re brackets. In conclusion, she
proposed that a third paragraph should be added reflding, "l-feasures in the social
security field reflecting the differing socdnl, needs of men end women shall not be
considered discriminatory". She had no fh-m opinion aboub ,,,,here the article should
appear in the draft convention.
85. Mi~s. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), replying to the question
raised by the representative of Indonesia, said that all members of the Workil~ Group
had been in favour of maintaining an article designed to protect mothers, but that
several of them had questioned the use of the 'fords shovm between square brackets in
paragraph 2 of existing article 4.

86. NI's. DEVAUD (France) considered that the United Kingdom amendment

was extremely
dangerous and ran counter to the aim of the convention; she wondered who woul.d define
the circumstances which would justify adoption of the temporary measures. For example,
the Governments of several countries where there was unemployment might maintain that
men needed 'fork more than women and exclude "lomen from the labour market on the ground
that circumstances justified their exclusion.
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87. As to where the article should come in the draft convention, her delegation
considered that it should be included c~ong the provisions concerning social and economic
rights. The article should aim expressly at protection of maternity, not at the
protection of women because of their "physical nature". She referred, in that
connexion to the recent Paris symposium on genetics in 'fhich the question of that
na·ture had been placed in its proper perspective. She felt she must insist on that
point because many injustices had been perpetrated on that pretext.
88. 11rs. ATHANASAKOS (United States of America), supported by Mrs. SALYO (Indonesia),
requested that the Commission should continue consideration of the article when it
considered article 11; her delegation would propose an amendment to article 11 which
should settle the difficulties currently under discussion.

eral

89. Mr. EHSASI (:.:can) asked the Commission to decide "Thether or not the debate on
article 4 should be continued.

e

90. The CHAIRMAN dre"T attention to rule 45 of the rules of procedure concerning
adjournment of debate.
f

91. Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested that, in view of
the late hour, the meeting should be adjourned and the Commission should revert to the
matter,which was clearly a sensitive question, at the following morning's meeting.
92. The CHAIRMAN, referring to rule 45 of the rules of procedure, put to the vote the
proposal for the adjournment of the debate on article 4.
e

93. The proposal for adj9urnment was adopted by 12

vo~es

to 7,

wit~abstentions.

94. 1Trs. JANJIC (International Labour Office) drew attention to the text of the
Declaration on Equality 0 f Opportuni ty and Treatment for \vomen vTorkers "Thich had been
adopted by the International k~bour Organisation in June 1975 and which contained two
provisions parallel to article 4, namely, paragraph 2 of article 1 and ~ar~graphs 2 and
4 of article 9. The text of the Declaration was annexed to document E/CN.67603.
The meeting rose at 13.05 p.m.
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